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Butler County Board of Elections 
Board Meeting Minutes 

April 21, 2014 
 

 

The Butler County Board of Elections met on Monday, April 21, 2014, at 9:00 

a.m. for a regular meeting.  Roll call was taken and present were Chairman 

Frank Cloud, Member Bruce Carter, Member Judy Shelton, Member Todd Hall, 

Director Lynn Edward Kinkaid, Deputy Director Jocelyn Bucaro, Administrative 

Coordinator Tiffany Harmon and Administrative Coordinator Donna DeFazio.  

Also present was Andrew Williams SOS Regional Liaison, Michael Pitman 

reporter for the Journal News, Ryan Montgomery Member of Trenton City 

Council, and John Jones Trenton City Manager.   

 

Director Kinkaid submitted the bills for review.   Member Carter moved to accept 

the bills; seconded by Member Shelton.  Roll call:  

Chairman Cloud yea 
Member Carter yea 
Member Shelton yea 
Member Hall  yea 
 
All in favor; motion carried. 
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Member Hall asked what the Board budget was in 2013.  Deputy Director Bucaro 

stated the budget was approximately $2,500,000.  Member Hall asked if that 

would be $220,000 a month.  Deputy Director Bucaro explained the budget of the 

Board of Elections changes based on the election cycle and in a month 

surrounding the election there are printing, training, and other election related 

costs which would increase the budget.  In a month with no election related 

expenses very little money would be spent.  She stated the budget varies 

between two to four million dollars a year depending on how many and what type 

of elections are being held.  Member Hall asked if there was a purchasing 

manager or a person in the office who receives bids ensuring we are getting the 

best value for every dollar spent.  Director Kinkaid stated that Randy Quisenberry 
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is the Purchasing Manager for the county and Maribelle Quisenberry in the 

finance department does the internal ordering for the Board of Elections. 

 

Minutes of the February 27, 2014 meeting were reviewed by the Board.  Member 

Hall moved to approve the Minutes; seconded by Member Carter.  Roll call: 

Chairman Cloud yea 
Member Carter yea 
Member Shelton abstain 
Member Hall  yea 
 
Majority in favor; motion carried 

 

Minutes of the March 3, 2014 meeting were reviewed by the Board.  Member 

Shelton moved to approve the Minutes; seconded by Member Carter.  Roll call: 

Chairman Cloud yea 
Member Carter yea 
Member Shelton yea 
Member Hall  yea 
 
All in favor; motion carried. 
 

 

Director Kinkaid acknowledged the rReceipt of the following Advisories and 

Directives from Secretary of State: 

03/20/2014 2014-03 Amended Sub. S.B. 200 (130th General Assembly)  
This Advisory describes the changes in the local 
administration of elections resulting from the recent 
passage of Amended Substitute Senate Bill 200, 
which takes effect March 20, 2014.  Those changes 
include expanding the use of records from the 
National Change of Address (NCOA) service for the 
state’s general program of voter registration list 
maintenance, receiving information on deceased 
electors, and maintaining a required number of Direct 
Recording Electronic Voting Machines (DREs) for 
inventory purposes.  
 

03/25/2014 2014-10 Unofficial Canvass – May 6, 2014 Primary Election 
This Directive outlines the procedures that county 
boards of elections must follow when conducting the 
unofficial canvass of the May 6, 2014 Primary 
Election.  
 

04/07/2014 2014-11 Establishing a Transparency Committee- Lucas 
County 

 
04/15/2014 2014-12 Official Canvass for the May 6, 2014 Primary 
Election 

This Directive outlines the procedures that all county 
boards of elections must follow in conducting the 
official canvass of the May 6, 2014 Primary Election  
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Under election business, Director Kinkaid informed the Board that approximately 

nine hundred pollworkers have been trained for the May 6, 2014 Primary 

Election.  Member Hall asked if the Board staff conducts the training.  Director 

Kinkaid explained that we have trainers that come in and are trained by full time 

staff.   

 

Deputy Director Bucaro then reviewed the Absentee Voter Statistics as of April 

18, 2014 with the Board. 

 

ISSUED

EMAIL Hand Carry MAIL Nursing Home PAPER Reissue TSX Total
Civillian Overseas 5 0 4 0 0 0 0 9

FPCA in country 5 0 6 0 0 0 0 11

Hand Carry 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 11

In Office Absentee 0 0 0 0 15 0 792 807

Military Overseas 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

NF 0 0 1,570 0 0 0 0 1,570

Nursing Home 0 0 0 498 0 0 0 498

Reissue 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

Total 12 11 1,580 498 15 1 792 2,909

RETURNED

EMAIL Hand Carry MAIL Nursing Home PAPER Reissue TSX Total
Civillian Overseas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FPCA in country 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 5

Hand Carry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

In Office Absentee 0 0 0 0 15 0 790 805

Military Overseas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NF 0 0 753 0 0 0 0 753

Nursing Home 0 0 0 148 0 0

Reissue 0 0 0 0 0

148 15 0 790 1,711

0 148

0 0 0

Total 1 0 757  
 

Member Shelton asked about the eleven hand carry ballots that were issued and 

why none were returned.  Ms. Harmon explained this is a form of early voting 

where a member of the public can fill out an absentee request form and pick up 

their own paper ballot and return it at a later date.  A voter can only hand carry 

their own ballot out of the office but a family member can return the ballot to the 

office.  Deputy Director Bucaro informed the Board that the some of the increase 

in ballots issued compared to returned are due to nursing home voting.  Those 

will be processed in the coming week and the numbers will reflect that change. 

 

Under old business, Deputy Director Bucaro stated that the SOE contract has 

been executed for $14,995 for both the election night reporting and Clarity 

Support.  The managers and staff are going to be trained on the support software 

and it has been easy to implement so far.  We have so much experience 
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engineering this type of system ourselves, SOE said we have been one of the 

easiest clients to work with.  She explained both aspects of the software are 

going to be utilized in the upcoming election. 

 

Deputy Director Bucaro then informed the Board that public logic and accuracy 

testing was completed on Friday, April 18, 2014 and no members of the public 

were in attendance.  She stated that in addition to training pollworkers, one-

hundred ten voting location managers were trained, which gives the Board 

sufficient back up.  Director Kinkaid stated that during logic and accuracy testing 

the movers had been sent home early due to a lack of work.   

 

Under New Business, Mr. Montgomery stated that he wanted to share some 

concerns of the residents in Trenton.  Currently all eight precincts vote half a mile 

outside the City of Trenton corporation limits. This is a city of 11,869 residents 

with 7,318 registered voters.  The citizens are concerned with the distance they 

have to travel on Election Day and that they go outside of the city to vote when 

other voters are able to vote within their city limits.  It is confusing to these 

citizens and he has written to the Board, the Ohio Secretary of State, and State 

Representative Timothy Derickson explaining that.  He is not necessarily looking 

for action from them but as a representative in Trenton he wanted to bring the 

complaint directly to the Board. 

 

Director Kinkaid stated they chose Edgewood Middle School for the polling 

location in order to make voting convenient for everyone and meet the guidelines 

set by the Secretary of State.  

 

Deputy Director Bucaro stated that the City of Trenton is very fortunate to have 

such a large school that can accommodate so many voters.  The Board has to 

balance budgetary concerns with the needs of voters.   

 

Mr. Jones explained the distance isn’t a concern for someone like himself but it is 

a problem for someone who doesn’t have access to transportation.  He stated 
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that it is also a huge concern that voters must leave the city to vote.  There are 

extremely large churches, a city hall, and other schools that have been used as 

voting locations in the past and could be utilized again.   

 

Member Hall asked approximately how many complaints Mr. Montgomery and 

Mr. Jones have received on this issue.   

 

Mr. Jones stated that when he goes into a restaurant around election time he is 

inundated with complaints and it dwindles down a bit after the election.  Mr. 

Montgomery indicated council had received at least a hundred complaints. 

 

Deputy Director Bucaro asked Joe Andrews to join the Board Meeting as the 

Vote Center Manager.  Mr. Andrews stated that there are approximately 1,800 

active voters in Trenton and that the Middle School is a perfect voting location 

because it is ADA accessible, there is ample parking, and it is convenient for 

residents.  City limits and lines were not taken into consideration when making 

the move to the Middle School.  Consolidating and moving out of private 

locations eliminated rental fees, reduced redundant supplies, and lowered the 

number of election workers. Before consolidating, there were 168 poling 

locations.  Now, there are 92 locations.  

 

Member Hall asked what negative effects there would be if the voting locations 

were changed again and if there is a comparable city to Trenton that doesn’t vote 

within their boundaries.  When viewing the map, the logical location is Edgewood 

Middle School but he understands Trenton operates differently than other areas 

in the county. 

 

Deputy Director Bucaro stated that cost would be the main concern.  If Trenton 

Civic Hall and Babeck Elementary were both opened, two additional voting 

location managers would be hired, additional supplies would be needed and 

moving costs would increase, costing approximately $2,000. 
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Mr. Andrews stated there are small villages that are somewhat comparable but 

the City of Trenton is unique by having a school sitting outside of the city limits.  

He stated the Village of Seven Mile is the most comparable with 1,200 registered 

voters which is one third of the size of Trenton.  

 

Mr. Jones stated in a multimillion dollar budget it is hard to argue over a couple 

thousand dollars.  He stated that he does not want to beat the point and has 

received a response and he appreciates that, as well as the input and feedback.   

 

Chairman Cloud explained these changes may only cost a minimal amount but it 

needs to be understood that consolidation of voting locations happened 

throughout the county and it has saved far more than a couple thousand dollars 

overall.  This was done because the County Commissioner asked the Board to 

reduce the budget. 

 

Mr. Jones stated that he understands the changes the Board has made but the 

residents do not want to leave their jurisdiction to vote.  They are not happy and 

whatever decision the Board makes, he wants them to be aware of their 

concerns and look at the lower voting turnout.  He believes it is changing the 

outcome of elections.  He explained that he and Mr. Montgomery have taken up 

enough of the Board Member’s time and he appreciates their attention and 

consideration. 

 

Under New Business, Deputy Director Bucaro informed the Board of an issue 

with the TSX unit batteries.  She explained the TSX units currently hold between 

a 45-55% charge.  These batteries are almost ten years old and are used as 

backup in the instance of a power outage at a polling location.  They need 

enough time to print and deliver ballots to the polling location in the event of an 

emergency.  The warehouse manager is currently performing a test in order to 

see how long the machines with a 50% charge will last.  She explained the 

replacement batteries would cost $45 from Batteries Plus or $100 from 

Dominion.  The batteries from Dominion are purchased from a vendor and 
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marked up.  She is unaware of any type of warranty offer with the more 

expensive batteries.  The Board sends out 1,322 units per election and to replace 

all of those battery packs will need about $60,000 which is currently not in the 

Board’s budget. 

 

Member Hall stated that in the future the Board should research keeping the TSX 

batteries on a float charge when they are being stored between elections.  

Approximately fifteen batteries could float on one outlet.  The batteries he uses 

for his business are stored over the winter and he uses a float charge to extend 

the battery life. 

 

Chairman Cloud stated that most people do not realize batteries have memory 

and the float charge is a viable option for batteries that are used on a seasonal 

basis.  

 

Deputy Director Bucaro explained that the main question before the Board is if 

they are willing to prepare to bring this issue before the County Commissioner 

due to the purchase exceeding the $25,000 threshold.  At that time she would 

like to engage in that conversation with them concerning investing in new 

equipment. She explained the Board is spending $200,000 a year maintaining 

equipment that will need to be replaced soon in addition to the potential battery 

purchase.   

 

Member Hall stated that he would like to table this discussion in order to allow 

the warehouse manager to perform the battery life test and revisit the issue at a 

later date.  

 

In his Director’s Report, Mr. Kinkaid informed the Board he and Jocelyn plan to 

visit Hamilton County and see their ballot sorter for processing returning 

absentee ballots. 
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In her Deputy Director’s Report, Ms. Bucaro informed the Board that overtime is 

below expectations and they hope to maintain that throughout the Primary 

Election.  The Board also saved approximately $16,000 on the Election Day 

Ballots which covers the cost of the SOE software. 

 

 
With no further business, Member Carter moved to adjourn; seconded by 

Member Shelton.  Roll call: 

Chairman Cloud yea 
Member Carter yea 
Member Shelton yea 
Member Hall  yea 
 
All in favor; motion carried. 
 
 
 
The meeting was adjourned at approximately 10:50 a.m. 

 

 
___________________________ ___________________________ 
Frank Cloud, Chairman   Lynn Edward Kinkaid, Director  
 
                                 
 
____________________________ ____________________________ 
Todd Hall, Member    Judith A. Shelton, Member    
 
 
 
__________________________  
Bruce Carter, Member 


